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FROM THE PRESIDENT
The incoming President of the NDSO, Dr Peter Siepmann, introduces the coming year's programme of events.
It is both an honour and a real pleasure to take on the Presidency of the NDSO. I
look forward to meeting you all at the various events in the coming year, and to
receiving the Badge of Office in September. A great vote of thanks is due to the
Past-President, Professor David Gabe, for all he has done in his year of office. Not
only has David overseen an interesting and varied programme of events, he has also
done a huge amount 'behind the scenes' in order to ensure the smooth running of
the Society, such as coordinating the rewriting of the Society constitution and the
reorganisation of the role of Society Secretary. I inherit the Presidency of a wellorganised and well-run Society, and for that many thanks to David and to his
committee.
The programme of events that I have developed for this season could not have come to fruition without the
help and support of the committee, and in particular the administrative assistance and wise counsel of Joan
Orton, David Butterworth and David Rooke, to all of whom I am most grateful. I am excited about the
programme that awaits us and I hope that there will be something in it for everyone.
Continued on p.2

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Sunday 1st September
Albert Hall, Nottingham
Organ Recital: Eleanor Kornas

Saturday 12th October, 5.45pm
Southwell Minster
RSCM Diocesan Choirs Festival

Sunday 8th September 2013, 6.30pm
St Peter's Church, Nottingham
Choral Evensong with prayers for the work of the NDSO

Saturday 19th October, 7.30pm
Southwell Minster
St Cecilia Concert (including Poulenc Organ Concerto)

Wednesday 18th September, 7.30pm
Southwell Minster
Organ Recital: Greg Morris (Temple Church)

Sunday 20th October
Albert Hall, Nottingham
Organ Recital: Richard Hills

Saturday 28th September, 11am
St Peter's Church, Nottingham
Organ Recital: Peter Siepmann (St Peter's)

Saturday 26th October, 6.15pm
All Saints' Church, Raleigh Street, Nottingham
NDSO President's Evening

Sunday 6th October
Albert Hall, Nottingham
Organ Recital: Robin Jackson & Maureen McAllister

Saturday 30th November 2013, 10.30am
NDSO Visit to Peterborough Cathedral
Sunday 15th December 2013, 3.30pm
Southwell Minster
Evensong and NDSO Lecture: Paul Hale

Do visit the newly updated Society website at

n o t t s o r g a n i s t s . c o . u k
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INTRODUCING 2013/14
We start the year with a service of Choral Evensong at St Peter's Nottingham, where our Society Chaplain,
Father John Berry, will be preaching. The traditional President's Evening follows in October at All Saints'
Church on Raleigh Street, and the Society's annual meal will this year take the form of a luncheon in June,
preceded by an organ recital by our guest speaker, Robert
Quinney.
There are two visits – in November, to Peterborough
Cathedral (pictured right), and in May to the workshop of
Goetze & Gwynn. We also enjoy a lecture in Southwell
from Paul Hale on some of the recent organ building
projects he has been coordinating.
At the heart of the programme is a series of three
masterclasses: one on hymn playing, hymn-based
improvisation and repertoire for Lent & Easter by Robert
Gower, another on Baroque repertoire with John Keys,
and another on French Romantic repertoire with David Butterworth. The NDSO will also be co-hosting an
educational event with the Derbyshire Organists' Association at St Peter's in February at which we hope to
inspire the next generation of Nottinghamshire organists to take up playing this wonderful instrument!
Full details of all events can be found in the Year Programme booklet, or on the Society website,
nottsorganists.co.uk.
Peter Siepmann
peter.siepmann@nottinghamchurches.org

RECENT EVENTS
A review by Past-President, Prof. David Gabe

Improvisation - with David Cowan
When the Society conducted a survey a year ago, one topic which arose was Improvisation, a skill required of
organists in particular but rarely taught in a formal way. A masterclass was thought to be one way of
addressing the subject and David Cowan was invited to a one day meeting on 11 th May. David is organist at
the Church of the Holy Cross in Leicester and one of the deputies at Leicester Cathedral. He has received
considerable training in France in the Roman Catholic tradition and its
influence was apparent during the sessions, which were essentially
practical. A group of ten joined the class, of whom two were guests and
the rest experienced organist members of NDSO. Using a number of
exercises, relatively simple in content but challenging in practice, everyone
was invited to tackle the methods of improvising around a phrase, motif
or tune, keeping the basic idea to the forefront. We graduated to
Gregorian plainsong and hymns during the day and everyone learnt from
listening to colleagues as well as performing with group encouragement.
At the end, David performed a free improvisation on a given subject. He
was challenged by the President to use G-A-B-E as a motif in the French
style. After some thought he accepted the challenge and John Catling
promptly recorded it for posterity. No-one knew what to expect
beforehand but all were encouraged with non-threatening situations, enabling beginners and more advanced
performers to work seamlessly alongside one another. We heard that other societies have taken this still
further, and maybe that is a possibility for the future. A good and successful experiment!
John Catling adds that “attempting anything without preparation, without plan is frightening. It’s the fear of
the unknown ... David Cowan’s quiet encouraging and matter-of-fact treatment of this potentially problematic
subject certainly engendered an air of support and confidence … such things as finding - from the chosen
theme - a fragment that can be used as an ostinato accompaniment and varying it to suit the changing
harmonic structure by either shifting up or down or simple note changes – the simpler the better! Adding a
pleasant interval of thirds or sixths to the melody can also maintain the appeal.”
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Alexandre Guilmant - with Denis Littleton
Denis Littleton is a member of both Nottingham and Derby organist
societies and President of the latter. Two years ago he gave a stimulating
talk on Jean Langlais and on 23rd April tackled Alexandre Guilmant in the
comfortable surroundings of Madeline Allington’s home.
After a review of Guilmant’s background as organist and composer,
Denis presented a number of contrasting compositions and
performances with pertinent comments about the pieces and the
occasion of their composition. Audience comments about the sonatas
and the nature of a Grande Choeur added to the information shared, which
also included a question over the source of one of the Noels - the President thought it was the Welsh hymn
tune Arfon, but further research showed this to be only partly true, a French-Welsh origin being cited by the
reference books. The complete list of music played is as follows: Allegro appassionato from Sonata No. 5;
Marche Nuptiale Op. 25, Paraphrase on a theme by Handel from Judas Macabbeas; Noel Ecossais; Noel on
Joseph est bien marie; Grand Choeur from Sonata No. 7.
A most informative evening. The only question remaining is which Frenchman should be the topic for Denis
next time?
The 'Noel Ecossais' from Denis’s programme is a quiet piece in an attractive Scottish style, and can be obtained for around
£4.50 from Allegro Music. Denis queried in his talk whether Guilmant ever came to Nottingham. Ian Wells has since pointed
out that the Minute Books of St Mary’s, Nottingham say that when in 1905 the removal of the Bishop organ was
contemplated, someone had commented that Guilmant had described the organ as ‘magnifique’ - but how that came about we
may never know!

NDSO Annual Dinner - 3rd April 2013
The Annual Dinner has been a fixed point of the Society’s calendar
for many years but with a falling attendance this year, may be the
last. The twenty-eight members and guests who did attend were
welcomed by President David Gabe, had a good, convivial evening
at the Albert Hall. The assembled company was addressed by the
guest speaker Dr Christopher Johns, Director of Music at Leicester
Cathedral. He reminded everyone of his relatively recent arrival in
post on his return to the East Midlands (he was brought up in
Derby), after positions in Germany and Durham. He explained
how at Leicester he was primarily concerned with liturgy and the
choirs; Simon Headley, the Assistant Organist, was the main player.
He also explained how they were addressing the problem of boys
choirs at present by active recruitment to a choral team with the
cooperation with many county schools. Competition with Sunday
morning football was real but not as bad as might be supposed and
indeed such team commitment was regarded as a not dissimilar
discipline!
The current news surrounding King Richard III was inevitably
mentioned especially in its contribution to recruiting boys for a
National Event in the spring of 2014! Consequently the news was
more positive for the choral tradition than might have been
supposed, Leicester being a small and 'less-fashionable' Cathedral.
In 2014, a Saturday event and luncheon based in the St Peter's Church area of Nottingham will be the new
development and it is hoped that this will be more attractive to members than the traditional format.
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NEWS
Peter Gould said recently in ‘Cathedral Music’ that
Derby Cathedral seems to attract longevity and
loyalty in its music staff. He is in his thirtieth year as
Master of Music, and Assistant Tom Corfield has
been with him for twenty-nine years. “The clergy
have not matched this achievement! In my time I
have worked with five Provosts or Deans, five
Precentors and four Bishops”. Peter Gould was made
a Lay Canon in 2012 and has conducted over 6,000
services. In the next two years he plans to play every
pipe organ in the Derby diocese.
Feel-good news from The Archers’ Ambridge,
reported by Organists Review: The organ of
Ambridge Parish Church was falling into disrepair
and required £30k. It was an agreeable surprise to
learn that the parish council decided the church could
not be imagined without the organ, and that a
positive outcome was foreseen.
Cathedrals in our region have benefited greatly from
the Friends of Cathedral Music recently. St Mary's
Nottingham received a grant of £10k and Southwell
Minster receives £20k. Derby Cathedral was awarded
£40k and Leicester Cathedral £25k.

An unusual organ – Vox Maris – has been completed
by the German builder Thomas Hey, for the World
Exhibition in Yeosu, Korea. Hey’s brief has been to
create an open-air instrument integrated into a sound
sculpture over 70m high, which will fill the entire
exhibition site with sound from ‘only’ 80 pipes. It can
be played by visitors from their smartphones. The
idea is to translate the maritime motto of the
exhibition into the sounds of an organ. Amongst
other requirements, it is built to stand up against
typhoons of more than 200kph. The pipes have 360
degree mouths, rather on the lines of a fog-horn, and
are powered by a compressed air plant with a capacity
of 110kw and 20,000 litres per minute at 8.5 bar,
combined with a 5,000 litre compressed-air reservoir.
The largest pipe weighs 850kg. The ‘organ’ is made
entirely of copper, brass and stainless steel, to resist
the corrosive influence of the salt air, and is to be
officially entered into the Guinness Book of Records
as the loudest in the world. Come back, Hope-Jones –
all is forgiven!

Very many congratulations to Joan Orton (NDSO
Honorary Secretary) who, in her role as the Friends
of Cathedral Music Diocesan Representative for
Southwell & Nottingham, has been awarded the
Ronald Sibthorp Prize for the all-round best
achieving Diocesan Representative.
James Vivian becomes Director of Music at St
George's Chapel, Windsor Castle as Tim ByramWigfield moves to All Saints', Margaret Street in
London. Mr Vivian's position at the Temple Church
will be taken by Roger Sayer (Organist of Rochester
Cathedral). Edmund Aldhouse moves from Ripon to
Ely Cathedral, whilst Oliver Waterer (ADoM at
Chelmsford) replaces Daniel Cook as DoM of St
David's Cathedral in Wales, as Mr Cook becomes
Sub-Organist of Westminster Abbey.

James Vivian (left) and Daniel Cook (right)
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Did you know that a steel string can sound like a flute
or an organ or a human voice? In Switzerland, Arion
Pascal has discovered this principle and, from it,
developed a completely new instrument – the
‘Syntharp.’ Using electronic audio signals, the new
instrument uses electro-magnets to generate
vibrations that cause steel strings to sound. The result
is apparently astonishing; the instrument can
acoustically reproduce almost all timbres over a range
of six octaves. As such, it forms a bridge between
electronic music and the natural or ‘normal’ acoustic
listening experience.

We can only rejoice in the
quantity and quality (usually)
of reading matter available
to us these days through the
pages of our leading organ
journals, be it our very own
“Organists’ Review” from
the IAO; the long-established “The Organ” going
back to February 1922; the quite recent “Choir &
Organ” with its careful blend of fine articles and
excellent photography; or the more specifically
focussed journals from the IBO, ISO and BIOS. A
feature to be found frequently enough in one or
another is the written-down ‘interview’ with a
character of note. There is almost invariably a pearl
of wisdom or two to be derived from such an article.
And, whilst it can become perhaps a tad tedious to
discover that yet another celebrity’s favourite
composer is Bach, that his pastimes include walking
and reading, and that he supports such-and-such a
football team (which I invariably don't!), I must
nevertheless award high marks to the reprint of a
triple interview in the April 2013 issue of “Choir &
Organ”, featuring Simon Preston, David Sanger and
John Scott. Alongside much else of interest, I was
particularly struck by the divergence of opinion over
the question: “Do you ever practise on a piano in
preference to the organ?” SP: Yes, it was my
preferred instrument when I was a student.” DS:
“These days never! I believe the piano leads organists
into bad habits.” JS: “Occasionally, for note-learning
purposes only. However, I would not recommend
this, given that the actions are so totally foreign to

each other.” The first says “yes”; the second “no”;
the third a very cautious “perhaps” – yet all at the top
of the tree and universally admired. John Scott’s point
about action and touch has been debated many times
over. But what of the practicalities? How does John
get on, for example, switching between the enormous
Aeolian-Skinner in St Thomas’, with its (necessarily)
remote electric action, and his gloriously sensitive
new tracker action organ by Taylor & Boody? Can
there be any greater divergence between, say, a decent
tracker action and a piano? I think not. They both
demand sensitivity and each will respond faithfully to
the player’s input. And what about the difference
between a remote electric action and a piano? Surely,
then, the piano has it. My own practice has always
been to do the note-crunching on the piano; and,
having been caused to reconsider this in the light of
the article, I have to say I do remain firmly with
Simon Preston on this one.
So, when you learn your next new piece – oh, by the
way, what and when will that be?! – do not be afraid
to sit down in the comfort of your own home with a
cup (or glass) of something by your side, and do all
the donkeywork on the piano. You might be surprised
just what you can manage, and how easily it can then
be completed on the organ. I shall do precisely that,
as usual, with my next project – the “Variations on
‘Merck toch hoe sterck’” by Cor Kee. And between
sessions I shall continue to use my fingers to prepare
food, to do the gardening, to sew on buttons, to tap
out things on my electric action computer... and to
dabble through Chopin Nocturnes – on the piano!
David Butterworth

CHORAL CORNER
We all struggle with attendance or recruitment issues in our choirs from time to time, and so it can be
invaluable to have to hand a collection of repertoire suitable for those occasions when a quorate SATB choir
is not available. In this first edition of what I hope might become a regular contribution to Sequencer, I shall
pick out just a few pieces that I think are particularly effective and that my choir at St Peter's Nottingham has
enjoyed singing. Many readers will be familiar with 'The Oxford Easy Anthem Book' – a good collection of
easily accessible works. I recommend in particular LJ White's setting of the Prayer of St Richard of Chichester.
Simple but very attractive, this setting of the ancient prayer has a carefully judged range with young voices in
mind, but can work equally well with a group that includes adult singers of all voice types. It is written for
two vocal lines, one of which sings a descant over the main theme in the second verse, and a very manageable
organ part. In the same book is Howells' setting of Bridges' poem, My eyes for beauty pine – a stirring anthem
with a rather more involved organ part. This can be sung entirely unison, but there are just a few bars of
four-part harmony that can be included if feasible. In other publications, there are several unison settings of
the evening canticles. Though most were written for the boys' voices Evensong which features on many a
cathedral's weekly routine, some can be very effective when sung in unison by mixed voices. Particularly
enjoyed at St Peter's is George Dyson's straight-forward but stirring setting in C minor. Finally, if you're up
for a real challenge, we have recently enjoyed looking at Duruflé's wonderful Messe cum Jubilo. Originally
written for a choir of baritones, it can work perfectly well with unison mixed voices, but a characteristically
involved organ part and a rhythmically complex vocal line within a frequently changing metre makes it not for
the faint-hearted!
Peter Siepmann
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BOOKS
David Rooke writes “If you are looking for out-of-print books it is worth trying
www.abebooks.co.uk. They have large stocks of second-hand books and
provide a very good service. The books are very reasonably priced, although the
postage costs need to be added. I recently acquired the Yehudi Menuhin Music
Guides series book entitled 'Organ' by Arthur Wills (256 page paperback) as a used
ex-library copy in 'good condition' for 67p (+ 275p postage). This book was
recommended by David Cowen at our Improvisation
Workshop on May 11th.”
Dr Anthony Hammond's long-awaited book on Pierre
Cochereau provides a biographical study compiled with
the help of Cochereau's family and friends and previously
unexamined archival documents.
Hammond's Pierre Cochereau tells the fascinating story of
Cochereau's life, his widely praised recordings, his work as
Organiste Titulaire at the Cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris and as director of three
conservatories, his musical language, his provisations and his legacy. Available now at
the discounted online price of £45 from anthonyhammond.com/shop.

ARTICLES
Is this the worst job in Music?
Not playing a Schoenberg work in public or accompanying a temperamental soloist, but Page Turning, as
suggested by an article in the Times on 22 nd May about Stephen Osborne who was due to play Messaien’s
two-hour Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant Jésus. He said, of page turners, that Pierre Laurant Aimard does without
one, but he would never do so because it would take so long to memorise. He went on to recall page turners
who skip more than one page, while others can drop a loose page, or make the player uncomfortable by
moving with nervous energy, or exceptionally shuffling the chair noisily over the edge of a platform! One
paragon of page turning has been busy for forty years – he was liked by Alfred Brendel who took him on
world tours and used him for over 100 recordings; he could even oblige by knowing what to do when the
soloist goes wrong. Stephen Hough is also quoted, from a Twitter remark, that they should be “Unnoticeable,
swift but not rushed, quiet ... and odour-free.”
A recent article by Donald Henry speculated on someone inventing an electronic
page turner, where a screen could advance the music at the press of a button, but
it is not certain whether this has been devised yet! My experiences were
reasonable until realising that errors made in public can be traumatic. Any
complacency was shaken when I tried to follow the score of Schoenberg’s
‘Variations on a Recitative’, which soon led to confusion.
How about awarding the DPT (Diploma in Page Turning)? Well that’s only a
joke, but there still seems scope for the
wonderful new invention which, in the same
way as the organ console sequencer can
advance the stop changes, is able to
effortlessly ‘turn pages’ by one means or
another.
Having said that, the letter to The Times (right) appeared in late May,
suggesting that the time may not be far off.
Alan Owen
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Did the Titanic have an organ?
Until about five years ago this was not a question anyone dreamed of asking, but recent research has
discovered the answer – no it didn’t, but probably should have done. An explanation is obviously needed!
The RMS Titanic was the second ship of the Olympic Class of luxury passenger liners built by Harland and
Wolff of Belfast for the North Atlantic route - Olympic, Titanic, and Britannic. The first was never planned
to have an organ; the second was planned to have one but it was not delivered in time for its launching and
first and only voyage; and the third had one from 1914 to 1920 when it was completely removed during postwar refurbishment. Titanic’s erstwhile organ was finished but when the Titanic sank, the instrument was sold,
passed through many hands and eventually was rebuilt in the early 2000s for the Mechanical Musical
Instrument Museum in Bruchsal, Germany. During the restoration, the name Titanic was found on various
components and the Australian organist David Rumsey conducted suitable research.
The Titanic’s organ was built by the German company
of Welte & Sohne as a mechanical roll instrument in
their Philharmonie series. It is now in first class
condition and its pedigree is sufficiently proven for a
commemorative postmark to have been used from
November 2012 in Bruchsal for the centenary of the
ship’s sinking.
It transpires that the SS Britannic (as it became) had a
sister organ built by the same builders which is now in
the Mechanical Instrument Museum in Seewen,
Switzerland after passing through a number of owners'
hands. This instrument can be played as a conventional organ, having two manuals and a good range of
stops. A large number of rolls exist for both instruments. It was installed before war broke out and then
removed when the ship might have to be used for war use. It was eventually sold in 1920 and passed through
several ownerships before reaching the Seewen museum.

David Gabe

A collective noun for Organists?
During his welcome at the Annual Dinner, David Gabe challenged the members present to identify a good
collective noun for organists. To set members thinking, a few suggestions were made. A cacophony or babble,
a console-ation of organizers, a band of pipers, ranks and pedalers. If sarcastic suggestions are in order, then
other words come to mind: rant or rabble, clique, claque or coven. The rising average age of organists may
come to mind in which case Gerontocracy may be appropriate. But what do you think?
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Organs in Kent
John Catling was particularly busy during the Spring with a
Lincolnshire Organists’ Association tour of Kent accompanied by his
wife Jo. This started in villages with large churches and particularly
interesting organs; Walker, Griffin & Stroud, and a Lewis which Paul
Hale had succeeded in connecting its two sections. Their highlight was,
not surprisingly, Rochester Cathedral, where the organ was approached
by two ladders (“not a task for the vertically apprehensive”). John was
privileged to try the organ, and he found “the robust yet refined
English Cathedral sound filled the Cathedral with an aural glory to
match the Victorian opulence of the Gilbert Scott decoration”. The
photo (above) shows that he was indeed a satisfied customer.
Then it was on to the Marcussen at Tonbridge School, followed by a Lewis and a Harrison in local churches.
At the Salomons Museum we sampled the unique Orchestrion developed from a 1913 Welte Philharmonic
Organ that had been recently restored. John’s comment on this very privileged tour: “We made new friends
and played some interesting and historic instruments and had a thoroughly pleasant break ... Filled with many
novel experiences and happy memories”.
And that is not all as in early May, John was joined by David Rooke
for the Yorkshire Organ Day in Leeds. This began with a recital by
Darius Battiwalla on the Leeds Minster organ (pictured, right) which
in John’s words “demonstrated well the organ’s ability to cope with
the requirements of the Romantic soundscape.” Across the road at
the Leeds College of Music, the electronic programme ‘Hauptwerk’
was demonstrated; this uses MIDI communication from console to
memory-enhanced computer. “It’s just like being there” was John’s
comment on the results of this complex pipe organ modelling and 'per-pipe' shaping. Then it was the less
comfortable Armley Church of St Bartholomew, where Edmund Aldhouse (ADoM of Ripon Cathedral) gave
a masterclass (unfortunately with defective sound amplification, so that his comments to the ‘pupils’ were
largely inaudible!). John said “for the most part the ‘guinea pigs’ performance of Messaien and Franck did
show signs of improvement, but how they were prompted remains a mystery”. Finally Mr Aldhouse gave a
recital in which the famous Schulze organ did well to create a French sound. Despite the amplification
problem, the experience of all these instruments was felt to be well worth the visit.

FOR SALE
•

Custom-built Dukeries organ (2009):
GREAT
Bourdon
Open Diapason
Cor de Nuit
Dulciana
Octave
Wald Flute
Nazard
Super Octave
Blockflute
Tierce
Mixture
Trumpet
Clarinet

16
8
8
8
4
4
2 2/3
2
2
1 3/5
V
8
8

PEDAL
Contra Bourdon
Open Wood
Violone
Bourdon
Octave
Bass Flute
Super Octave
Stopped Flute
Mixture
Bombarde
Clarion
Schalmei

SWELL
Quintaton
Open Diapason
Leiblich Gedackt
Unda Maris
Voix Celeste
Principal
Gemshorn
Larigot
Sesquialtera
Plein Jeu
Contra Posaune
Trumpet
Hautbois
Clarion
Tuba (unenclosed)

32
16
16
16
8
8
4
4
IV
16
8
4

Contact Madeline Allington on raymond2006@talktalk.net.
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16
8
8
8
8
8
4
1 1/3
II
IV
16
8
8
4
8

COUPLERS
Gt.-Ped
Sw-Ped
Six divisional pistons to Gt and Sw
Eight General pistons
Volume and Reverb. controls
Four speakers
Two reverb speakers

•

Two hard-bound volumes of Bach organ works. Peters Edition, Bands I & II and VIII & IX.
Contact Peter Siepmann on peter.siepmann@nottinghamchurches.org.uk

•

Yamaha Electone D7 organ (walnut finish with bench seat and Leslie speaker unit). Double
keyboard with eight pedals. Excellent condition. Buyer would need to collect. Any donation requested
to Radcliffe-on-Trent Methodist Church Rebuilding Fund. Inquiries to Gordon on 0115 911 8762.

VACANCIES
•

Organist required for Kingswood Methodist Church, Lambourne Drive, Wollaton, Nottingham. Five
or six services a month plus special services as the season demands. Two-manual and pedal
mechanical-action organ by Brindley and Foster (1876) most recently restored in 2004. Small stipend
available. Further details from John Toon 0115 928 4114.

•

St Helen’s Church, Burton Joyce are looking for an Organist & Choir Director to play the twomanual pipe organ (Principal), lead choral music and coordinate occasionally with friendly
instrumentalists. RSCM rates; Assistant available. Please contact the Rev'd Roger Harper on
harperrog@googlemail.com / 0115 931 2109.

EVENTS IN OTHER REGIONS
•

The Duke and Duchess of Marlborough invite you to an evening Organ Recital by David Briggs
on Sunday 22nd September 2013 in the Long Library at Blenheim Palace. Tickets are priced at £25
and available from Victoria Bellamy on 01993 810530 or vbellamy@blenheimpalace.com. Drinks in
the Great Hall are served from 6pm and the concert is at 6.45pm – 8pm.

•

The IAO West of England and South East Wales Regional Organ Day is on 12th October at
Tewkesbury Abbey.
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TRIBUTES
Peter Smedley (1932-2012)
Colin Mawby, former Master of the Music at Westminster Cathedral, knew Peter Smedley when they both worked
at that Cathedral and was his good friend for many years. He has written this tribute to Peter:
“In the nineteen sixties and early seventies Peter Smedley was much involved in the then flourishing Pueri
Cantores movement. He had built up an excellent Boy’s Choir in Nottingham Cathedral. His work was
much influenced by the ideas of that fine conductor and harpsichordist George Malcolm, a visionary who
was also the Master of Music at Westminster Cathedral and who revolutionised the accepted ideas of boys'
vocal training. George questioned the prevalent and ubiquitous ‘Anglican Hoot’ saying that one could only
hear and understand the boy’s natural voice if one listened to them at
play. George Malcolm’s ideas are now generally accepted and Peter
Smedley was in the forefront of this change. I heard his choir on a
number of occasions and his achievement was impressive. Peter was
much involved in the development of the Pueri Cantores Summer
Schools. These took place in Westminster Cathedral’s choir school
during August. They were residential (over thirty boys taking part),
lasted two weeks and had a great influence on boys' choirs within the
English Catholic church. Unfortunately they were only allowed to
happen on two occasions. However, they were much enjoyed by both students and staff. Under the
direction of that great and sensitive priest, Wilfred Purney, they gave participants a sense of the standards
to which liturgical choirs should aspire. Great music was sung, including William Byrd’s Five Part Mass with
the cathedral’s professional lay clerks. Individual lessons in vocal production were given and the participants
sang at the cathedral’s services to the delight of the worshippers. (It is interesting to recall that one of the
participants was Sir Nicholas Kenyon who eventually became Director of the BBC Proms.) Peter Smedley
was a great influence on the Summer Schools and his wise advice always invaluable.
Peter was a delightful man, unfailingly courteous and invariably helpful. He gave me continual
encouragement in my own work and I have the happiest memories of my all too brief association with him.
Requiescat in Pace.”
This plaque commemorating the work of Peter Smedley at St Barnabas Cathedral is
now on the organ case, and was dedicated by the Dean of the Cathedral following
11.15am Mass on Sunday 24th February 2013.

David Orton (1940-2013)
The death of David Orton on 23rd June was received with shock and dismay by many of us
in the NDSO who had known him well for many years. For David was in hospital following
a knee replacement. The expected recuperation did not happen, and David eventually
succumbed to causes as yet still unknown.
I find myself in the truly ironic situation of writing so soon after my recent appreciation of
David and all his good works for the NDSO, a piece which could very well have been
concluded with a sentiment along the lines of “Thanks for all that, David; best of luck for
the future.” I hope that, from that article, you might have gleaned a few previously unknown
titbits. But the situation in which we now find ourselves gives one cause to dig a little deeper
into what made this extraordinary character ‘tick’.
David William Orton was born in Sutton-in-Ashfield on New Year’s Day 1940, apparently a mere one hundred
yards from David Spencer’s birthplace! As we have previously noted, he had a piano to play on from an early age,
and he sang in the choir of St Mary’s Church, Sutton-in-Ashfield – always a good start for a budding musician. His
orthopaedic problems were caused by a sledging accident at the age of 15, making it impossible to complete his
education as he spent nearly two years in hospital. And, sadly, his real ambition – to become an architect (for he
loved drawing) – could only remain a pipe dream.
Nevertheless, he enrolled on a commercial course whereby he mastered Gregg’s Shorthand (a rare art these days),
and notwithstanding further periods in hospital, gained a position in the Treasurer’s department at Sutton Urban
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District Council. He gradually acquired his O-levels and took professional examinations, resulting in the CIPFA
qualification. Career moves took him to Thrapston in Northamptonshire and West Bridgford; and finally, in 1974,
to Severn Trent in Nottingham where he remained until his retirement in 1989.
Musically, David was active for pretty well all his life. We have previously noted his friendship with his organ
teacher, Elwyn Bowler, at Sutton-in-Ashfield Congregational Church (described then as being on “Victoria
Street”). This came about in 1957 when David had joined the church’s Badminton Club. One evening, Elwyn was
in the church when, through the double doors, he could hear “someone thumping out ‘Rock around the Clock’”
(every room had a piano in those days)! They got chatting, and Elwyn offered to introduce David to the organ,
which was achieved by the two slinking back into church late at night “when all the elders would have gone to
bed”. Their friendship grew, David started organ lessons and he attended the church regularly. He subsequently
deputized periodically for Elwyn, mainly on the harmonium at the daughter church in Chatsworth Street (still
there but now an auction house) and he became the regular organist to the Boys’ Brigade for several years. There
is also talk of a jazz trio in the youth club, in which David was the pianist and the other two respectively
clarinettist and drummer. And in due course, by way of a climax to that chapter in David’s life, he was to be
married in 1961 to Margaret, with of course Elwyn playing the organ for his dear friend.
Whilst at Thrapston, David took conducting lessons, and there still exists a tape of his conducting a performance
of the Messiah. Upon his return to West Bridgford, he joined the choir at Friary Church as a tenor, and was
apparently involved in – amongst other things - a production of ‘Hiawatha’. After he came to live at Ravenshead,
he actively sought out a church position, spending a short time each at the local church of St Peter and St Paul, at
All Saints’ Stanton Hill, and at St Michael’s South Normanton. At Normanton, David was to conduct a
performance of Maunder’s ‘Olivet to Calvary’, with Elwyn accompanying him on the organ. But one of the high
points of David’s musical life must have been his appointment as Organist of St John’s Carrington, and his charge
of one of Roger Yates’ iconic and magically voiced instruments. This was in 1975-79, his predecessor having been
the gentlemanly bicycle-riding Bill Vasey, and his successor our committee member David Cowlishaw.
It was during David’s Carrington time that he discovered his future wife amongst the sopranos (and we’ve all
heard that one before). Their friendship developed until one day in 1989, in St Jude’s Hall, it was announced at an
NDSO meeting that they were engaged! I remember the occasion as yesterday – it was equally dramatic and
delightful. Joan’s involvement with David added real impetus to the meaning of life, and together they were to
share many memorable holidays, often – though not exclusively – involving organs. Abroad, the highlight for
David was being let loose on the Müller organ in St Bavo Haarlem, comprehensively restored in 1961 in the style
of the time by Marcussen, involving amongst other things the addition of a XIV rank pedal mixture! At home,
they fell in love with many parts of our still beautiful country; it was a particularly special thing for me some while
back to learn that they had discovered the wonderful wilderness of Spurn Head, the favourite childhood
playground of our own family, too.
David was insatiably creative. He was well known for his musical compositions, and spent many a happy hour
improvising on his beloved Makin organ. He continued throughout his life to pursue his passion for drawing and
latterly woodwork, secretly making Joan’s music stand for Christmas one year. In earlier days, he had been a
qualified football referee; and both he and Joan enjoyed playing nine-hole golf courses. David’s creativity took a
curious slant, too, in his pre-occupation with the supernatural. He was a ghost hunter in his youth. Elwyn (who
was always roped in) remembers two particular vigils which ran on well past midnight – one at Edwalton
churchyard after a sighting by the verger’s dog had been reported in the paper, and another at Skegby cemetery.
Notwithstanding David’s “euphoria” at the prospect of encountering a spectre, neither sortie proved fruitful. I
wish I had known about this at the time as, working at St Mary’s and living on Standard Hill, I could have given
him some good leads!
There were certainly many sides to David’s character. That he achieved so much, always in the face of adversity, is
testimony to a character of huge strength and determination. On my last visit to see him in May, he was very slow
moving and – I believe – in terrific pain; yet all that was subservient to his making me feel completely at ease and
at home in his company. And, it must be said, his sense of humour was intact.
Our sincere sympathies go to Joan at this sad time, as also to his daughters Steph and Nicki. No small consolation
to them must be that David made the most of life and thereby set a superb example to others. May he now rest in
peace.
David Butterworth
Joan writes “I would like to use Sequencer to thank all the members of the Society who have kindly
sent messages of sympathy. David’s daughters and I would also like to thank those who were able
to attend the Service of Thanksgiving for David’s life.”
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The 1894 Hill organ in Peterborough Cathedral (NDSO Visit on 16th November).

The new Dobson organ at Merton College, Oxford – one of the subjects of
Paul Hale's NDSO lecture on 15th December.

The Choir of St Peter's Church, Nottingham will sing Evensong on 8th September at
St Peter's, and at the NDSO President's Evening at All Saints' on 26 th October.
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